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The basics - very introductory HTML



The basics - very introductory HTML Structure

HTML is used to create a basic structure of the website.

Think of it as making the lines between the numbers in one of those books where 
you draw lines and the colour: you make the structure of the picture with the HTML 
lines.
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Code along HTML



Code along HTML
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The basics - very introductory CSS Styling

CSS is used to style a website: adding colour, fine-tune the placement of content 
and such.

To continue with the colouring book: You made the picture with the HTML lines 
and now you’re going to fill it with colour.
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Introduction to JavaScript

Beginning with JS

What can I use JS for?

Where do I code JS?

Where to put JS?

Code along



Introduction to JavaScript Beginning with JS

JavaScript is not Java
Java

● Pre-compiled
● Most often used for program-like 

solutions
○ Android

JavaScript

● An on-the-fly runtime script
○ Typically runs on the client

● Most often used by websites



Introduction to JavaScript Beginning with JS

As JavaScript (henceforth JS) is mainly used for creating ways of making websites 
interactive, especially catching the user’s actions on the site and then having stuff 
happen, we will concentrate on some of these basic uses today.

The code along examples later on will be rather disjointed and disparate, instead 
of making a full-fledged “product” they are designed to quickly illustrate what a JS 
code-snippet does.



Introduction to JavaScript What can I use JS for?

● Interaction
○ Animations
○ Do stuff based on where the user is on the site

● Getting and storing data
○ More advanced forms
○ Validation
○ You can “wait” and load data into a web-site when you need it without reloading the page

● You can check what the browser can do and act accordingly
● Much, much more



Introduction to JavaScript Where do I code JS?

In you favourite all-purpose editor!

Suggested editors

● Notepad++
● Sublime
● TextWrangler

Suggested IDEs

● NetBeans



Introduction to JavaScript Where do I code JS?

Invaluable tools

● Google Chrome JavaScript Console
○ View / Vis      Developer / Udvikler       JavaScript-console / JavaScript-konsol
○ Having access to a console is mandatory for most work with JS

■ Sure, if you only do graphics it might not be necessary - but who does that?

● CodePen http://codepen.io/
○ There are many only JS editors (http://js.do, http://jsfiddle.net among the better ones), but 

most do not have a logging console - CodePen does which places it ahead of the pack in my 
opinion

http://codepen.io/
http://js.do
http://jsfiddle.net


Introduction to JavaScript Where to put JS?

You can put your JS three places in your web documents

1. Inline
<a href="#" onclick="$(this).next().fadeIn(); return false;">Display my next sibling</a> 

2. In the document header
<script type="text/javascript">

...
</script>

3. Linked in the header like you do external CSS
<script type=”text/javascript” src=”external.js”></script> 
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Code along JS

Nothing new here so far, just copy from the first examples we made.

Just re-use the CSS stylesheet file from the first examples.



Code along JS

A little new here, just copy the main part from the first examples we made.



Code along JS

A little new here, just copy the main part from the first examples we made.

We’ll be using this as the HTML structure for the the rest of the examples.

We might change some menu titles and explanatory text though, so I suggest 
duplicating the document when we make a new page.



Code along JS

Now we add our first JS function to the top

Here we have the function we called in line 46.

We just moved the alert box to a separate function instead of calling it inline like in 
line 43.



Code along JS

We add our second JS function to the top

Here we have the function we called in line 52.

We moved the confirm to a separate function instead of calling it inline like in line 49.



Code along JS
We add our third and final for this page JS function to the top

Here we have the function we called in line 55.
We ask if the user want to go to a new page or stay on this one.
We make a variable called x, and if the confirm is true in the if statement we change 
to a new page, but if false we change the text in the lower area of the site to reflect 
that the user decided to stay.



Code along JS

Break



Code along JS part two

We continue with the same HTML apart from explanatory text, so just duplicate your 
first file and remove the JS in the header (line 10 to 36) and the text in the nav 
section (line 41-56).

Call the new file 2.html



Code along JS part two

The new text for the body



Code along JS part two

The new explanatory text section (mainly if you use these files later on as reference)



Code along JS part two

We add our first JS function to the top of 2.html

Here we have the function we called in line 59.

The same as we as we had on page one, we’re just returning.



Code along JS part two

We add our second JS function to the top of 2.html

Here we have the function we called in line 71.

The same again, we just ask to go to page three - which we have not made.



Code along JS part two

We add our third JS function to the top of 2.html

Here we have the function we called in line 62.

We make a person variable, and get the user’s name for it via a prompt.
If he entered a name we change the text in the lower area of the site including his 
name.



Code along JS part two

We add our fourth JS function to the top of 2.html

Here we have the function we called in line 65.

First we log to the console if the math “8+8===16” is right, then we change the text to 
make sure the user checks the console to see if there was confirmation.
The === shows that it has to be a number value and nothing else is accepted.



Code along JS part two

We add our fifth and final JS function to the top of 2.html

Here we have the function we called in line 68.

We check if the math “12/4” has exactly the same length as a string with my name 
and print the first string to the console if true and the second if false.
Finally we change the text to make sure the user checks the console to see if there 
was confirmation.



Good articles and discussions online
● http://programmers.stackexchange.com/questions/86589/why-should-i-avoid-inline-scripting
● https://robertnyman.com/2008/11/20/why-inline-css-and-javascript-code-is-such-a-bad-thing/
● http://longgoldenears.blogspot.dk/2007/09/triple-equals-in-javascript.html

http://programmers.stackexchange.com/questions/86589/why-should-i-avoid-inline-scripting
http://programmers.stackexchange.com/questions/86589/why-should-i-avoid-inline-scripting
https://robertnyman.com/2008/11/20/why-inline-css-and-javascript-code-is-such-a-bad-thing/
https://robertnyman.com/2008/11/20/why-inline-css-and-javascript-code-is-such-a-bad-thing/
http://longgoldenears.blogspot.dk/2007/09/triple-equals-in-javascript.html
http://longgoldenears.blogspot.dk/2007/09/triple-equals-in-javascript.html

